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Everybody’s Talking
Winning ticket: Brian Woodle always wanted to own and operate 
an automobile repair shop, so while he and his wife were raising 
their family, he scrimped and saved to make his dream come 
true. But, as it turned out, he didn’t really need to do that. On the 
very day he opened his shop in Callahan, Florida (U.S.), Woodle 
discovered that he’d bought a winning lottery ticket. Purchased at a 
convenience store for a mere $5, the ticket wound up being worth 
$1 million (USD). While the hard work of saving money will always 
be worthwhile, having this much of a head start on a new business 
venture always helps.

Snake catcher: Fortunately, Helaina Alati knows a few things 
about snakes. A wildlife rescuer in Australia, the young woman 
has helped to round up about 20 of these reptiles over the course 
of her career. So it was quite fortuitous that she was the shopper 
who came face-to-face with a python lurking in the spice aisle of 
a supermarket in Sydney. Remaining calm, Alati was immediately 
able to identify the type of snake and knew it was not venomous. 
She let the store’s staff know the location of the snake, and then 
went home to fetch a snake bag. It only took a few minutes for the 
python to slither into the bag, after which Alati released him into the 
bush. No harm done!

A calm place: At the Jewel Changi Airport in Singapore, travelers 
can spend their time between fl ights at a unique attraction: an 
indoor garden called Shiseido Forest Valley. The forest has over 
900 trees and 60,000 shrubs, spread out over four levels. The area 
has a display of changing lights of different colours that illuminate 
the vegetation, making the whole environment seem magical, which 
is calming to weary travelers. The installation is also linked to sounds 
that help visitors ignore outside noise and, instead, relax into the 
depths of the forest. Scent also plays a part in the experience, with 
the aromas of rose and lotus wafting through the branches.

Elevator elevation: Hunan Province in China is home to the 
world’s tallest outdoor elevator. This feat of engineering is located 
in the Wulingyuan Scenic area, which offers breathtaking mountain 
views, including columns of sandstone formations. The elevator was 
built by a German company and dozens of local contractors. It’s 
known as the Bailong Elevator or the Hundred Dragons Elevator. It 
rises up a sheer cliff to a height of approximately 330 metres (1,070 
feet). Before the elevator was completed in 2002, visitors seeking 
the expansive vistas had to drive for hours on treacherous roads to 
reach this scenic viewing area.

Quoteable Quotes
“I just make it my business to get along with people 
so I can have fun. It’s that simple.” —Betty White
“Give me again my hollow tree, 
A crust of bread, and liberty.” —Alexander Pope

What’s Happening
Nov 9 - Comedy NIght Laugh with the PATH, Starring YukYuks 
comedians Sunee Dhaliwal  Ryan ASH.  The West Fraser Guild: 
Home of the Performing Arts Theatre of Hinton.821 Switzer Drive, 
Hinton. 

780-223-2787Nov 20 - Smash Bros Video Game Tournament
Children 12  Under Guaranteed at least one battle Free slice of pizza  
water Prizes to be won! 11 Am to 1:30 PM. The West Fraser Guild: 
Home of the Performing Arts Theatre of Hinton. 780-223-2787.

Dec 2 - Stand Parade 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at 
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Trivia
1. What year was Charles de Gaulle elected president of France?
2. The dune buggy was invented by _____.
3. On which continent is the mountain range Annamese Cordillera?
4. Which flying bird has the largest wingspan?
5. Niagara Falls is located in New York (U.S.) and what Canadian 
province?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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